
The Autoflow 2 is designed for all casement windows,  

tilt and turn, vertical sliders, all doors including bi folds, 

residential doors, french doors and inline sliders producing an 

output of 400-450 windows per week.

Each section of a ‘VS’ window can be automatically  

produced on the ‘VS’ version of this machine including  

frame to cill angle and mechanical preps in cill for bolting  

to frame. Leading edge software ensures speedy  

throughput of product and excellent profile optimisation to 

minimise wastage. Random offcuts can be used at anytime.

Another thoroughbred from the Stuga stable.

Machinery



For further information on all Stuga and Stürtz products and services call 01493 742 348
Stuga Machinery, Brinell Way, Harfreys Ind. Est., Great Yarmouth, Norfolk NR31 0LU.

Stuga Machinery is a member of The Stuga Machinery Group of Companies

Machines may vary in looks and specification and are depicted in this publication only as an illustration.  

Stuga reserves the right to make changes to design, specification or appearance at any time

Right to Left Feeding Autoflow2 also available Left to Right Flow Direction
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OUTFEED INFEED

Q-Cuts Trimming head of unequal casement before 
welding. V - Notches 

 Both SidesSquare

Mitre

Arrowhead Y - Notches

Y - Notches

Mechanical Transom

Frame Drilling, Reinforcing Relief port, Bead 
channel forming

V Notching from both sides

Y notching (Half V notch before reverse-butt prep)

‘VS’ version available with the following:-
‘VS’ frame to cill angle on ‘VS’ frame. 
preps in cill for bolting to frame. 
‘VS’ Cills up to 155mm can be processed at 90°. 
Variable angles between 45° and 135° can be 
cut on frame and sash (Optional Extra).

Double plunge facility preps both sides of 
trickle vent or door simultaneously 
dramatically increasing output of  
these products

Machining Module Capability Unlimited number 
of different preps can be applied from any 
side at any angle 0-360 degrees.

All drainage Concealed / Face, Internally 
or Externally Glazed, Upstand Removal, 
Pressure Equalisation

Spot Preps for easier assembly Friction Stay 
pilot holes, Door Hinges, Anti-Bow Wedge, 
Anti-Jemmy Wedge, Casement Keeps, Aluminium 
Low Threshold Spot Prep

Trickle vents: Frame or Sash, Through 
chamber or leg

Door Locks in any combination  
(including double plunge) Single, 3 or 4 
point, Stable Doors, French / Slave doors, 
Patio Door Locks, Hinge Door Locks

Door Lock Jamb Letter Plates Including Fixing 
Holes

Espag and shootbolt locks 

Tilt & Turn Hinges & Locks, Fully Reversible 
Hinges & Locks

Machinery
ask for machinery sales or visit www.stuga.co.uk

01493 742 348

Footprint 13.5 meters x 2.3 meters


